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1: MY BOOK, THE MOVIE: Erin Lindsay McCabe's "I Shall Be Near To You"
I Shall be Near to You came highly recommended and it did not disappoint. Erin brought these characters and battles to
life. I could see them clearly walking across those fields and feel their excitement, their nervousness, their sense of duty,
their fear and hope.

In this story, all Mary Dec 30, "His arms pull me tight against his chest and I bury my face in his shoulder. My
heart goes to cracking wide open, but at least I am alive to feel it. I am a different kind of woman now, a wife
who knows what t Barb Oct 11, I liked Rosetta Wakefield, she immediately pulled me into the past of her life
and held me there until the last page. Erin Lindsay McCabe has created a moving tribute to the women who
passed as men and fought alongside their husbands, fathers and brothers in the Civil War. So disguising
herself as a man and renaming herself "Ross Stone" she joins alongside Jeremiah and his buddies. Tracy Mar
23, I loved this book! I loved Rosetta and Jeremiah and the authors descriptions of the marching and fighting
of the soldiers seemed so r Emily Cerda Apr 30, This is one of those rare books that had me reading well into
the night against my better judgment , with palpable characters, a rich setting and captivating plot that will
stay with me for a long, long time. Here are my top five reasons why this may be the book for you: Simply
put, Rosetta Wakefield is one awesome woman. A young bride who decides Rosetta is a memorable character,
she comes from a poor but hardworking family and Jeremiah is her one true love. They have hopes of moving
to Nebrask Danielle Sep 24, What I love most about this novel is unwavering Rosetta. Cher Feb 18, 4 stars - It
was great. Based on historical facts and letters surrounding at least women that disguised themselves as men to
fight and serve in the Civil war, Erin McCabe has created a memorable story about a woman who follows her
husband into war quite against his Raised in the South, having a parent who was a Civil War reenactor,
visiting battlefields and historic cemeteries has definitely left a mark on me. I Shall be Near to You came
highly recommended and it did n But seriously, first, Rosetta is one heck of a character. I admired her so, and
really enjoyed being in her head for this story! And what a story. Not only did this tale succeed in getting me
completely fascinated Bonnie Apr 29, ? Laying there on our bed is Jeremiah? And then like a hornets? Connie
Jun 23, Jeremiah Wakefield had a dream of buying a farm in Nebraska. When the call went up in his upper
New York town to join the Union army, he enlisted to earn the money needed. His newlywed wife Rosetta
was a strong girl who had grown up helping her father on their farm since he had no sons Laura Dec 02, This
book had such promise, but it just fell flat. There were a lot of potentially interesting characters and supporting
characters, but nobody was really fleshed out enough to connect with. I get turned off Our narrator- Rosetta
Stone-- helps her family out on their farm, she is brutally honest, headstrong, and independent. When her new
husband enlists, her heart breaks open. She feels alone and disconnected. She decides to chop off her hair, put
on some sla Terri Nov 22, Original review found at http: I received an ARC of this novel from the publisher
via Edelweiss in exchange for an honest review. I literally just finished this read and all I can say is wow.
Disguised as a man, she joins her husbands regiment, Wendy Jan 02, The concept of this book is a really cool
one--a girl following her husband and joining up with the Union Army during the Civil War? However, I feel
that this book failed to live up to its potential in every possible way. Jennifer Nov 08, What a wonderful
historical fiction piece. Distressed by his absence, and unwilling to succumb to menial "womanly" chores
delegated by her nit-picking mother-in-law; after only two days, the proud a Jeremiah and Rosetta are
sweethearts when he leaves to fight in the Union Army. They marry, spend a very short time together, and
then he is gone. She is left behind with her family with whom she no longe Colleen Mar 08, A moving love
story in a war adventure with a bit of history mixed in. What a few brave women did for our country back then
compares to what we can do today, without having to do so in secret. Very detailed and believable; the
battlefield descriptions set the scene well. But as the incredible story with its even more incredible main
character, Rosetta, wrap themselves around you, it becomes clear the title words are fished, like serene thread,
through every vile, violent and lovi There are books out there that have touched my heart and moved me to
tears, but this time The author has written a well researched an Connie Lacy Jun 25, A very moving story.
Fascinating that women disguised themselves as men to serve in the Civil War. Download at full speed with
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2: Video >> I Shall Be Near To You A Novel
Inspired by more than documented accounts of the women who fought in the Civil War while disguised as men, I Shall
Be Near To You is the intimate story, in Rosetta's powerful and gorgeous voice, of the drama of marriage, one woman's
amazing exploits, and the tender love story that can unfold when two partners face life's challenges.

If the dead can come back to this earth and flit unseen around those they loved, I shall always be near you; in
the brightest day and in the darkest nightâ€”amidst your happiest scenes and gloomiest hoursâ€”always,
always; and if there be a soft breeze upon your cheek, it shall be my breath; or the cool air fans your throbbing
temple, it shall be my spirit passing by. Ballou died in July of wounds sustained in the first Battle of Bull Run.
But keep in mind that war stories rarely have fairy-tale endings. Sarah Ballou, like almost every wife of a
soldier, waited at home for her husband. Rosetta is partially motivated by her love for Jeremiah â€” who only
joined the 97th New York State Volunteers to earn money so he and Rosetta could buy a farm in Nebraska â€”
and partially by her desire to escape life in Flat Creek, New York, where she is tormented by her
mother-in-law and a hostile neighbor. Jeremiah slips away to enlist, leaving Rosetta a letter that explains his
leave-taking: I am writing this letter as your Husband, and that is something Good. He also leaves a map of the
United States and its territories: But in the Nebraska Territory he has written, I shall always be near to you.
Her family later shared her letters, which were published in a book called An Uncommon Soldier: McCabe
perfectly captures her youthful enthusiasm, stubbornness, and bravery â€” and her deep and abiding love for
Jeremiah. Rosetta may be more independent-minded than other young women of her time, but she is still a
product of the midth century. Growing up with no brothers, Rosetta has been treated more like a son than a
daughter. McCabe pays careful attention to detail throughout the novel, describing not only how novice
soldiers were trained in the art of war and how they fought on the battlefield, but also how they cooked, ate,
slept, bathed, and amused themselves. She also does a masterful job portraying their emotional reactions to the
horror and carnage of war. Historical fiction, by allowing the author to let her imagination go beyond recorded
facts, can be a very powerful way of making history come alive. As regular readers of this blog probably
know, my husband is a Civil War buff. Jeff has an unending appetite for Civil War books â€” detailed
accounts of military campaigns, biographies of generals, nonfiction covering various aspects of the war prison
camps, spies, battlefield medicine, etc. Occasionally, he will read historical fiction about the war â€” for
example, he and I both loved E. I highly recommend Liar, Temptress, Soldier, Spy: Also recently published
and in my TBR stack is Neverhome, by Laird Hunter, a novel about a woman who disguises herself as a man
to fight for the Union, leaving her husband at home on the farm.
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3: I Shall Be Near to You
I Shall be Near to You By Erin Lindsay McCabe Review by Angela DeMott. I Shall Be Near to You is one of the rare
cases where the novel itself lives up to the author reviews and jacket cover blurbs.

Trade Reviews " A girl as tough as Katniss Everdeen. A romance out of Twilight. A historical backdrop as
strong as Cold Mountain. These things combine in the extraordinary story of Rosetta Wakefield, a young
woman from rural New York who follows her childhood sweetheart, Jeremiah, into the Civil War McCabe
makes every sentence count, with a narrative full of authentic dialogue, historical realism, and great feeling.
Loosely based on true events, including the letters of the more than women who are known to have served as
men in the Civil War, this beautiful novel is literary but will have crossover appeal for more sophisticated YA
readers as well, who will find Rosetta an unforgettable heroine. I Shall Be Near to You is both a poignant love
story and a gritty war experience, and is highly recommended. Following a pair of newlyweds, so brave and
loving and committed, navigate the horrors of war is heart-wrenching. In her deceptively simple prose,
McCabe has delivered an unforgettable, haunting and well-researched take on history that has a rightful place
on bookshelves next to the most timeless and celebrated of sagas. Based on often overlooked history, McCabe
offers an extraordinary novel, one creating a memorable character through which we relive our national
cataclysm. In the long, distinguished history of Civil War fiction, Erin Lindsay McCabe has presented us a
book that might be for the ages. Rosetta is a magnificent creation and lets us know that the people of the North
had the same attachment to their land as any Southerner ever did. The power of the story lies in the richness of
character development, especially "Ross" Wakefield. The relationships and emotions are timeless. The historic
details delivered a punch to the gut concerning the reality of war. I Shall be Near to You is everything the
publishers claim--a must read. A story set during the Civil War that is timeless in its exploration of love,
bravery and the struggle to find individuality in a world of convention. She breathes life and heart into
Rosetta, a young bride who struggles to find her own footing in a marriage too new to have much of a footing
at all, as Rosetta chooses to follow Jeremiah into war and into what will prove to be the horror and the
richness of a life lived in the fullest. It is a touching, emotional story that reminds us that in different times and
in entirely different circumstances, we are all fighting for the same things. Erin Lindsay McCabe strikes the
perfect balance of historical research and lyrically crafted prose.
4: I Shall Be near to You : A Novel by Erin Lindsay McCabe (, Paperback) | eBay
"I Shall be Near to You is one of the most enjoyable, thought provoking, well-written books I have read in a long time
The power of the story lies in the richness of character development, especially "Ross" Wakefield.

5: I SHALL BE NEAR TO YOU BY ERIN MCCABE ()
I Shall Be Near to You Erin Lindsay McCabe, Crown Publishing pp. ISBN Summary An extraordinary novel about a
strong-willed woman who disguises herself as a man in order to fight beside her husband, inspired by the letters of a
remarkable female soldier who fought in the Civil War.

6: I Shall Be Near to You â€” Book Review â€“ Books on the Table
Book Summary. I Shall Be Near To You is the intimate story of the drama of marriage, one woman's amazing exploits,
and the tender love story that can unfold when two partners face life's challenges side by side.

7: I Shall Be Near to You - Summary - Book Club Discussion Questions
"I SHALL BE NEAR TO YOU is a powerful, engrossing and heartrending story of enduring love and the horrors of war,
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and is put forth in a wonderfully understated fashion. Every word rings true." Soon after Jeremiah heads off to his post,
Rosetta knows she can no longer stay away from him.

8: I SHALL BE NEAR TO YOU by Erin Lindsay McCabe | Kirkus Reviews
Erin Lindsay Mccabe Best Selling Book 'I Shall Be Near To You A Novel' Reviews, Summary, Ebook Details and much
more.

9: I Shall Be Near to You by Erin Lindsay McCabe
Author Have You Read Posted on April 12, April 28, AMERICAN HISTORICAL In Erin Lindsay McCabe's breathtaking I
Shall Be Near to You, our couple are already married, but that does not make their story any less romantic.
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